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Karen Nicolet
Karen Nicolet is a fashion and lifestyle blogger. She began 
her professional career in advertising and moved to film 
marketing, working on projects such as the Ajyal Youth 
Film Festival and Qumra. With a love for photography, 

fashion and writing, she started her blog ‘Clumsy Chic’ in 
2012 as a creative outlet to keep her inspired. Since then, 
the blog has continuously evolved to bring inspirational 

stories in fashion, travel, food, design, and DIY to her 
readers. She has collaborated with brands like Fendi, Dior 

Beauty, Printemps and Turkish Airlines.

Radheya Visperas
Radheya Visperas is a Fashion Design student from 
Virginia Commonwealth University in Qatar, and is 

currently finishing her senior year.  She started as a fine 
artist, creating sculptures and paintings, and later decided 

to pursue a career in fashion. She used her passion and 
inspiration from art to translate them into wearable 

clothes. She is an enthusiastic writer, artist and stylist.

Kim and Bianca
Sisters of style, blogging duo, and now GLAM’s Style Spies,
Kim and Bianca Castro bring sartorial inspiration at your 
fingertips by featuring the city’s style standouts. Follow 
them on Instagram @lepaperdoll and @biancamecastro.

Maybe we haven’t spied on you yet. You know what to do 
— tag us on #GLAMStyleSpy to get featured in next 

month’s Style Spy.



G Talk
Digital engagement and sustainability – the two major buzzwords currently sweeping the 
fashion world. The first we wholly embrace, by reaching out to you across all our social 
platforms. And the second, we explore in our discussions with designers like this month’s 
chat with Rumi X the brand that is flying the flag of eco-conscious sportswear. 

Buzzwords they may be, in truth, how much do these two elements affect our actual 
fashion decisions and purchases? Fashion brands are clamouring for new ways to reach 
out to us via smartphones and tablets. Every marketing decision has to be validated by a 
fantastic digital strategy to grab attention. Remember when catwalk images were made 
available immediately after a show? We cheered with passion. Remember when Burberry 
had their inaugural live show so we could witness it in real time along with Alexa Chung 
on front row? We rejoiced. Or the first fashion film ever released and we were in awe at 
how Chanel could be fun despite its pedestal authority? 

These were all the first loves. Now, we probably mindlessly scroll through, another 
catwalk show, another fashion film, and another fashion app...,” and the list continues. 
Yes, we are digital, but we are definitely not as engaged anymore. The consequences 
of being desensitised is one that goes beyond the dollars of revenues for brands, the 
ultimate engagement is to create a lasting relationship by just telling a simple charmed 
story. The most simple communication has become the most difficult to execute. 

While sustainability remains experimental for now, we do seem to be moving in the right 
direction. Perhaps sometime in the future, it will be a concept developed not as a second 
thought but as the core of new emerging brands. On this note, we go back to the touch 
of the hand that gives life to wonderfully-crafted objects, the Louis Vuitton Blossom 
jewellery collection and the Versace Palazzo Empire bag. To the craftsmen who dedicate 
their art to beauty, we salute you. 

EDITOR’S PICK
GETTING READY FOR 
PARTY SEASON? FRENCH 
CULT BRAND, THE 
KOOPLES, LAUNCHES ITS 
FIRST EVENINGWEAR 
MOONLIGHT CAPSULE 
COLLECTION 
– CELEBRATING ALL THE 
GLITZ OF AN EVENING 
OUT ON THE TOWN. THE 
COLLECTION FEATURES 
BAROQUE ACCESSORIES, 
PYTHON-PRINT LEATHER 
BELTS, AND MAJESTIC 
PLATFORM SANDALS.
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VICTORIA X TARGET

US store Target has announced that will  
launch a limited-edition collection with 

Victoria Beckham. 
Due to touch down in stores in spring 

next year, Victoria Beckham for Target 
will reflect the essence of the designer’s 
secondary, more playful line, Victoria, 
Victoria Beckham. The designer’s first 

high-street collaboration will offer fans of 
her brand a more affordable collection, 

with prices ranging from $6 to $70, 
with most items under $40. Inspired by 
Beckham’s own life and her experience 

as a mother, the 200+ collection will 
include a combination of original designs, 
as well as shapes taken from some of the 

designer’s iconic silhouettes.
Offering clothing and accessories for 

women and girls, and for the first time 
toddlers and babies, the collection will 
feature a palette of soft pastels, bright 
highlights, and pretty spring prints in 

easy-to-wear shapes.
Victoria Beckham for Target will be 

available from April 9, 2017, at all Target 
stores and Target.com. Selected pieces 
from the collection will be available for 

sale internationally via victoriabeckham.
com.



RIP RICHARD

THE ANGELS COME BACK TO PARIS

TOMMY HILFIGER AND GIGI HADID USE SOCIAL MEDIA 

Fashion designer Richard Nicoll has died at age 39.  The designer 
died of a suspected heart attack in Sydney, Australia, on October 21. 
The London-born designer grew up in Australia but later returned to 
London, where he based his namesake label. A well-known member 

of London’s fashion community, Nicoll was a regular at London 
Fashion Week and saw his designs worn by a variety of high-profile 
celebrities. From February 2014 to October 2015, Nicoll worked as 

creative director of British clothing brand Jack Wills and in 2015 
he closed his own label, which produced both men’s and women’s 

collections. Nicoll was also the creative director of Cerruti’s 
womenswear label from 2009 to 2011.   He was due to start as 

creative director at Adidas in January 2017.

US lingerie giant Victoria’s Secret announced in the last 
week of October that it will hold its next ‘Angels’ show 

in Paris, the city that invented the concept. It will be the 
first time the much-hyped annual lingerie show, which 

often features big name singers such as Rihanna, Taylor 
Swift or Justin Timberlake, as well as the brand’s stable of 
underwear models, will be held in the French capital. The 
label said Brazilian models Adriana Lima and Alessandra 
Ambrosio, their American counterparts Lily Aldridge and 

Jasmine Tookes, will walk the runway alongside Swede 
Elsa Hosk and Denmark’s Josephine Skriver. The show 

which “merges fashion, fantasy and entertainment”, 
according to the organisers, will be shown on CBS 

television in the US on December 5. But the brand refused 
to specify when the show will actually take place, and 

said the musical performers will be announced later. The 
‘Angels’ show has been held since 1995, traditionally in 
New York. However, it crossed the Atlantic for the first 

time in 2014 when it was held in London.

Following the success of her debut collection for Tommy 
Hilfiger, Gigi Hadid is once again collaborating with the fashion 
brand -- and this time she’s getting the general public involved.

The label has launched a social media initiative captioned 
‘Tommy x Gigi x You’, inviting Instagram and Twitter users to 

vote on their favourite pieces from the upcoming Spring/Summer 
2017 collection. The  pieces with the most votes will be selected 
to appear in a February 2017 fashion show, before going on sale 
immediately afterwards. The first stage of the initiative focuses 

on bomber jackets, with a video asking social media users to vote 
for one of four different sporty designs. Further videos featuring 

denim designs, hoodies and polos are allegedly on the way.
Tommy Hilfiger has been working hard to shake up its sales 

strategy by encouraging interaction with buyers lately -- the 
brand’s New York Fashion Week show this September took the 

form of a two-day-long funfair open to the public. The brand has 
also been one of the most high-profile adopters of the see-now-

buy-now trend currently sweeping the fashion industry.
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 Taking over the artistic direction of the 
family-run fashion house in 1997, after 

the tragic loss of her brother Gianni, the 
enigmatic and alluring Donatella Versace 

has since catapulted the brand into the 
future. This richly illustrated tome chronicles 

Donatella’s interpretation of Versace in the 
twenty-first century and her remarkable 
work as the curator and face of Versace.  

Versace includes exclusive contemporary 
and archival imagery from runway and 

backstage shots to intimate scenes at 

the Versace atelier, with accompanying 
original essays penned by fashion’s most 

authoritative voices. Featuring photography 
by Richard Avedon, Steven Meisel, and 

Mario Testino amongst many others; images 
of Versace fashions modeled by the original 
“supers”, such as Christy Turlington, Naomi 
Campbell, and Linda Evangelista; and red-

carpet coverage of Hollywood’s elite wearing 
dazzling Versace couture, this volume 

delivers the magnetic vibrancy, supreme 
luxury, and charm that define Versace.

A VISUAL TREAT FROM VERSACE
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SAVE
1 	 Shimmer jacket, QR240
2 	 Gradient dress, QR240 
3 	 Sequined top, QR120 
4 	 Gold skirt, QR120
5 	 Studded top, QR200

2

2

3

4

5

4

5

1

1

SPLURGE
1 	 Wide leg pants, QR9,160, 

Oscar de la Renta
2 	 Stretch-jersey top, QR1,248, 

Vivienne Westwood 
Anglomania. 

3 	 Sequined jumpsuit, QR11,960, 
Saint Laurent.

4 	 Turtleneck dress, QR4,840, 3.1 
Phillip Lim.

5 	 Leather biker jacket, QR7,180, 
Balenciaga.

SAVE
VS

SPLURGE

ALL THAT 
GLIMMERS

Coats might be a tad too warm for Arabia’s 
winter but now is the perfect time to break 

out your leather moto jacket! A classic, 
worn in history by only the coolest (think 
bad boys and grungy girls), this is a great 

investment as it never goes out of style 
and with a little leather loving, the jacket 
will perhaps become the next heirloom in 
your wardrobe. This season, we combine 
the moto with the quintessential AW2016 

trend, all that glimmers and shimmers. 
The shiny effect is always a difficult one 

to ace, but pairing it with leather instantly 
dials down the over-the-top vibe. Glitter 

and a moto are also reminiscent of the rock 
and roll era, perfect for the start of party 

season! 

BY DEBRINA ALIYAH

All items available from H&M stores in Qatar.

3
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RADAR  AN EDIT
OF THINGS 
THAT ARE 

HOT NOW

FENTY PUMA BY RIHANNA

Rihanna challenges the beauty of the 18th century with a 
modern, sporty and sexy sensibility in her SS17 collaboration 
with Puma. The collection takes inspiration from 18th 
century France and fuses it with a street style vibe. “I am 
really excited about this collection as it’s very fun and light. 
Showing in Paris was the perfect backdrop as I pulled a 
lot of inspiration from France, Marie Antoinette and The 
Palace of Versailles specifically,” says Rihanna. “Mixing 
athletic wear with regal touches was a challenge and I 
hope everyone loves the results. I cannot wait to wear this 

collection.” Rihanna stayed true to PUMA’s sport heritage by 
reimagining and transforming traditional tracksuits, boxing 
robes, tennis dresses and polos. The collection continues to 
play with exaggerated and oversized shapes, while soft pinks, 
lavenders, and nudes compliment and contrast hard, edgy, 
sporty looks in olive and rich brown. The collection, designed 
with both men and women in mind, includes tiered jackets, 
in a lightweight onion skin fabric, embroidered tricot track 
dresses and suits, and jacquard pieces uniquely featuring the 
signature PUMA cat in a custom FENTY floral motif.
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SALVATORE FERRAGAMO FOR INFERNO

PRYMA BY SONUS FABER

Salvatore Ferragamo, the house rooted in Florence, 
gives Italian legitimacy to the Hollywood adaptation 
of Dan Brown’s Inferno, by designing the costumes 
for the main characters played by Tom Hanks and 
Felicity Jones. Ferragamo’s contribution is expressed 
through contemporary, urban and discreet garments. 
Tom Hanks is seen in a simple charcoal grey suit and 
a sky-blue shirt. A pair of Tramezza lace-ups, the 
American’s epitome of Italian shoes, completes the 
outfit that although subtle, is accurate in cut with 

attention to details. Felicity Jones’ outfit is equally 
simple; a soft-cut silk blouse in a feminine nude 
colour, worn over grey cigarette-leg pants and paired 
with the iconic Vara pumps with platform heels and 
an indigo trench.  A further link with Ferragamo lies 
with the location, as almost the entire film is shot 
in Florence. The historical city’s great beauty is the 
protagonist, recognisable from the squares, streets 
and buildings. The movie is now showing in all 
major cinemas.

PRYMA by Sonus faber, the only line of headphones  that is 
100% handmade in Italy, has released its first-ever campaign 
that features creative leaders from different fields. Inspired 
by PRYMA’s unparalleled sound experience, world-renowned 
French photographer and creative director Olivier Zahm 
envisioned the #PRYMERS campaign as an intimate look 
inside the lives of prominent members of the international 
creative elite. The campaign introduces the first class of 
#PRYMERS to the world – French artist Andrè Saraiva; sound 
designer, DJ and producer Clara 3000; Italian artist Maurizio 
Cattelan; and American DJ and club owner Paul Sevigny. 
“Music is vital for artists. It’s part of their everyday life when 

they work, think, imagine, or just relax,” says Olivier. “To 
me, PRYMA headphones represent the highest sound quality 
and best design. I wanted to celebrate these attributes by 
shooting highly creative talents that are just as meticulous 
about sound quality and design, as they are about their artistic 
point of view. I shot them in their most personal environment 
– their own homes – where they would be truly enjoying 
music surrounded by the objects that inspire them.” The four 
spotlights feature intimate imagery, depicting the #PRYMERS 
in moments of contemplation wearing a set of PRYMA 
headphones, using them to block the outside world and focus 
wholly on their creative pursuit.
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FANTASTIC 
ACCESSORIES
AND WHERE 

TO FIND THEM
We could not resist but borrow a little J.K Rowling charm 

for this one - because this season’s extra peripherals for our 
wardrobe are just so extraordinary!

BY DEBRINA ALIYAH



THE BAGS

1 		Emma bag, Aigner.
2 		Boxy Nash, Zadig & Voltaire.
3 		Margot shoulder bag, Antik Batik.
4 		Tribal mini tote, Dsquared2. 
5 		Forest flower saddle, Coach.
6 		St Marc bag, Marc Jacobs. 
7 		Embroidered briefcase, Paul Smith. 
8 		Sequinned backpack, Versace.

  TRENDS / 15

1
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3

4

6

7

5

8
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THE SHOES 

1 		Printed sneaker, Ballin.
2 		Beaded heel sandal,
        Charlotte Olympia. 
3 		Step-on mule, Loewe. 
4 		Leather boot, Mulberry. 
5 		Rainbow platform, Man Repeller. 
6 		Lace-up flat, Man Repeller. 
7 		Boot, Versace. 

1

2 3

4
5

6

7
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THE JEWELS 

1 		Rose gold ring, Tiffany & Co.
2 		Manchette plume cuff, Akillis. 
3 		Geometric 18kt gold rings,
     Azza Fahmy. 

4 		Tassel bracelet, Dsquared2.
5 		Slim watch, Calvin Klein.  
6 		Abstract necklace, Carven. 
7 		Brooch, Claudie Pierlot.
8 		Reverso Lady Ultrathin Duetto, 
     Jaeger-Lecoultre.
9 		Bijoux ring, Maje. 
10 		Bauble necklace, Max & Co. 
11 		Matte black bracelet, Tiffany & Co.
12 		Wheel of Dreams necklace,
     Uboldi Charm. 

13 		Watch, Versus Versace.

1

2

3

8

6 4

9

10

7

12

11

13
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BY DEBRINA ALIYAH

Drawing on this season’s catwalk collections, the major womenswear 
trends encompass sensuality and ramped-up femininity – with pleats, sheer 

fabrics and bared shoulders. Nearly all the major labels chose to honour 
the female form in an understated, and reserved way, with designs that 

suggest rather than reveal. This translates to long-length pieces with slits 
or sheer finishes, cinched waists, bared shoulders and fluid, floaty fabrics. 

What we love as always at GLAM HQ, it is all about being laidback, giving 
pride of place to comfort rather than overtly sexy styles.

SUBTLY 
SENSUAL

18 

CHIC PLEATS

Summer’s must-have pleated 
skirt carries through, bringing 
a light, comfortable and 
sensual feel. Pleats have 
worked their way into long and 
short skirts, dresses and even 
tops. Pleats were spotted at 
Maison Margiela, Diesel Black 
Gold, Valentino, Vionnet and 
Bottega Veneta. Plus, Issey 
Miyake showcased two new 
technical procedures-boosting 
fluidity of movement and 
creating all kinds of optical 
illusions.Maison Margiela
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SPOTLIGHT ON 
SHOULDERS

Shoulders are being shown with 
asymmetrical tops and dresses, as well as 
with cuts that leave them entirely bare, 

as seen at Christian Dior, Elie Saab, 
Mugler, Anthony Vaccarello, Ermanno 

Scervino, and Alexander McQueen. 
Although some fashion houses kept 

shoulders covered, they were still 
structured, sometimes with exaggerated 

80’s styles, like at Saint Laurent and 
Jacquemus.

SILKY SOFT FUR

Whether brightly coloured, autumnal or in 
sophisticated white, fur is set to take centre stage in 

this season’s looks. Used in small touches or for entire 
garments, fur was given pride of place by labels such as 
Moncler Gamme Rouge, where it adorned collars, coats, 
skirts and even hats. Fur was also spotted at Paul & Joe, 

at Valentino in multicoloured pastel shades, at Saint 
Laurent in bright red and electric blue, at Chloé, at 

Versace in a variety of colours and, of course, at Fendi.

Fendi

Moncler Gamme Rouge
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PRINTS GO WILD

Although they never really exited the ready-to-wear 
arena, animal prints are back in a big way with 
Kenzo’s tiger-print collars, as well as in full-on 

animal-print ensembles. In the fashion jungle, Sonia 
Rykiel opted for python print, Givenchy mixed 
python and panther motifs, and Dior went for 

leopard. Blumarine brought animal-print to 
accessories, along with Roberto Cavalli. 

SHEER,  FLOATY FABRICS

Dresses get an almost spring-like vibe, becoming 
lighter and sometimes even almost transparent. This 

season’s gowns are a simple veil, with super-fine 
fabrics, sheers, embroidery and netting-hinting at 

the female form for a sensual, rather than sexy 
effect. This trend was seen at Sonia Rykiel, 

Giambattista Valli, Valentino, Andrew GN, Chalayan, 
Dolce & Gabbana and Alexander Wang. The season’s 
hottest look sees a very lightweight dress worn with 

a long, heavy coat.

Alexander Wang

Kenzo
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A LONG STORY 

The quintessential winter piece, the coat, must be worn long and big this season. The fashion 
set will be donning ankle-length cuts, but if the hems are at least touching your calves, you will 

be safe with the in-crowd! Nina Ricci showed a selection of long coats in vinyl and fur while 
Isabel Marant explored chunky knits and classic pieces finished with geometric prints. The 

feminine interpretations are refined with cuts and shapes intentionally made sensual, like at 
Giambattista Valli where the coats seemed to melt seamlessly into the dresses they covered. 
Karl Lagerfeld also opted for refined style with Chanel’s loose quilted coat, modelled with a 

perfectly matching scarf. For the slim silhouette, coats were cinched with wide belts, to 
highlight and accentuate waistlines. This trend was spotted at Lanvin with a lamé coat, and 

with Fendi’s fur coat. For those loving a little more edgy touch, it is all about being oversized. 
Céline showed a selection of coats in the same style, with very loose and straight cuts, worn 

with baggy pants, sometimes with sportswear inspiration. Military-style khaki coats also bring 
a masculine feel with several army-inspired outerwear options spotted at Prada. 

Giambattista Valli

Lanvin

Isabel Marant

Celine

Prada

Chanel

Fendi
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BY DEBRINA ALIYAH

The Monogram Flower, Louis Vuitton’s most-recognised 
signature symbol, takes on a new bloom with the arrival of a 
double collection that features both jewellery and precious 

watches. Sculpted from mother-of-pearl and ornamental 
stones, the flowers came to life at the expert hands of the 

house’s craftsmen.

LOUIS VUITTON’S 
BLOSSOM 

BEHIND THE CRAFT:
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This three-dimensional 
work on both mother-of-
pearl and precious stones 
allows the flower motif 
to open its petals across 
the sautoir necklaces, 
pendants, bracelets and 
earrings of the Blossom 
jewellery collection.

A gold nail similar to those 
used on Louis Vuitton trunks 
drives itself into the heart 
of certain petals.  This is a 
subtle paean, giving added 
sparkle with the presence of 
two high jewellery pieces, 
a long chain entirely paved 
with diamonds and a 
necklace with medallions of 
sculpted mother-of-pearl on 
a row of Tahitian pearls.

Grey or white mother-of-pearl, 
cornelian or tiger’s eye come 

together in a visual echo of 
Louis Vuitton’s trademark 
colours in warm shades of 

brown and gold. This same 
softness is evident in the feel 

of the pieces themselves: 
hand-sculpted and polished, 

the stones and mother-of-pearl 
provide a rounded contour, 

contrasting with the fine 
chains of yellow and pink gold. 
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NEW
KIDS
ON

THE
BLOCK

‘New talents’ is the catchphrase in Parisand London, but the 
cool kids across the Atlantic are bringing an alternative kind of 
chic to New York Fashion Week. We highlight six of the most-

hyped new American brands this season.

BY DEBRINA ALIYAH
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Cinq à Sept
The new brand from Jane Siskin and her team 

at Jaya LLC (also behind the Elizabeth & James 
and Seven for All Mankind brands), is firmly 
a part of the advanced contemporary world. 
Inspired by the French lifestyle and evening 
allure, Cinq à Sept, which translates as “5 to 
7” is built around the concept of clothes for 

that special time when day turns into night. Its 
first collection launched for Pre-Fall 16 and 
already debut in over 300 doors. The initial 

assortment exudes a flirty, sophisticated and 
romantic aesthetic, with plenty of cool-factor.



Baja East
New York-based lifestyle brand Baja East by 
Scott Studenberg and John Targon is one of 

the first luxury ambisexual brands. Its global-
feeling aesthetic combines Eastern influences 
with West Coast attitude, and fits into a niche 
market dubbed ‘Loose Luxury’. The Pre-Fall 
16 collection from the CFDA Vogue Fashion 
Fund finalists sets male and female models 
side-by-side in similar looks with a very cool 

sense of androgyny-sure to appeal to the 
growing band of gender-neutral departments, 

such as that of Selfridges. 

26 
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Gabriela Hearst
Gabriela Hearst was born in Uruguay and grew up 
on her family’s ranch. After modelling throughout 
Europe, she moved to New York to pursue a career 
in fashion. In February 2015 Hearst launched her 
namesake label that emphasises care, quality and 
detail infused with tradition and purpose within 

every garment. She takes great pride in the materials, 
details, and construction to create long-lasting items 

that reference her Uruguayan country roots as well 
as a utilitarian New York lifestyle. Already picked 
up by Barneys, the brand is a powerful, elevated 

collection anticipated to draw attention.
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Maud Heline
Maud Heline is a French designer based in 

Brooklyn who makes all of her garments in New 
York. She previously worked for Isabel Marant and 

Balmain in Paris and later, Maiyet in New York. 
She launched her namesake brand in 2014 and 

currently sells to Barneys and Colette in Paris, with 
hopes to expand her reach. The brand Maud Heline 

has a very classic and minimalist design aesthetic 
that focuses on elevating basics with finely attuned 

details and silhouettes. Maud describes the full 
poplin collections as “classic designs with a twist, 

bringing Parisian style to the US”.
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Protagonist
Kate Wendelborn founded Protagonist as 

a brand that embodies classic elegance 
with a subtle twist. New shapes and 

dimensions take form on otherwise basic 
styles, making them fresh and exciting. 
Every piece is meant to be both casual 
and elevated, in a subtle colour palette 

that evolves each season. Currently, 
Protagonist is sold at speciality boutiques 

and online at Net-a-Porter, Barneys, 
and The Line, a new online retail space 

founded by Kate’s sister that curates 
pared-down essentials.
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THE TRENDS 
THAT WORK 

All you need to know about regional
fashion inspirations.

BY RADHEYA VISPERAS
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Colour Blocking
Bright and subdued 
colours are combined in 
layers and asymmetrical 
cuts. Contrasting fabrics 
are also incorporated to 
create different shapes 
and fluidity.  This trend is 
translated in various ways, 
such as in tailored coats 
that include draped fabrics. 
An element of trompe 
l’oeil or optical illusion is 
also incorporated, such 
as House of Arabology’s 
trench coat and caped 
dress. 

Monochrome
The rise of ‘gothleisure’, a 
blend of goth subculture 
and athleisure style, is 
making its way into ready-
to-wear and eveningwear 
fashion. Mostly styled in 
black and monochromatic 
colours for fall, this trend 
is very versatile and suits a 
wide range of age groups. 

Keeping It Minimal 
Minimalism is embraced 
this season especially pastel 
coloured outfits. Layer  
with accessories from 
Donna Hourani jewellery 
or a statement handbag 
and you are good to go! 
This trend is also perfect 
for modest individuals who 
believe that less is more.  
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Mixing Textures
Fall is all about playing 
with layers, and keeping 
yourself warm and cozy. 
Lace, fur and heavy 
embossed wool are 
artistically placed in 
unexpected ways. Hems 
are decorated with fur, 
shirts have lace cutouts 
and wool is embossed to 
create texture. 
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Ditsy Florals
Keeping it colorful for fall, 
ditsy prints and florals are 
used in evening dresses. 
Michael Cinco uses florals with 
painterly strokes, mimicking an 
impressionistic style in his ball 
gowns. 

Shiny Metallics
Silver print finishes on fabrics 
are a huge trend this season. 
From the 70’s style that came 
alive in spring’s sportswear, 
designers translated this 
trend into eveningwear. By 
incorporating metallic jackets 
and belts with complex 
beadwork in dresses, you can 
let your inner edgy elegance 
shine this season. 

Fur For Fall
Fur coats and jackets are a 
statement pieces this season. 
Not only will it keep you warm 
during the winter months but 
also a very chic addition to 
your wardrobe. Wear it with 
almost any outfit and then amp 
up your look in no time. 

List of Designers
House of Arabology
Donna Hourani jewellery
Madiyah Al Sharqi
Couturíssimo
Michael Cinco
Sebastian Gunawan x 
Couturíssimo 
Lama Jouni 
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A LEGACY
OF 

LUXURY
“Jewellery is gifted to you since the day you’re born, and until you’re married, 

even after ofcourse,” says Suzanne Kalan, a contemporary jewellery designer 
who is well known for her rare designs and choice of gemstones.

BY KEERTANA KODURU
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‘SHINE BRIGHT LIKE A DIAMOND’ by 
Rihanna is not just an anthem around the 
world but a belief that every woman should 
abide by every day. A diamond on its own 
means beauty, the cut of the stone shows 
its unique precision and quality, the price 
shows the effort put in to make and buy the 
gem. Above all, is the value it represents to 
make it a girl’s best friend. Suzanne Kalan 
transforms these values into asymmetrical 
designs on bangles, rings, and neck pieces 
worn by celebrities and women from all 
walks of life.

Suzanne got her break when a retail 
store noticed her accessories and loved 
it enough to place an order. “That was 
a defining moment that prompted my 
career. One day, I was standing in a 
building waiting for the elevator. While I 
was waiting, I was looking into the window 
display of a store in the lobby. The owner 
of the store came out and asked me where 
I had gotten the jewellery I was wearing, 
and it just so happened that I was wearing 
my own designs. He placed an order right 
then and there. That moment changed my 

life forever. With the support of my family, 
I was able to start my own company,” says 
Suzanne. 

“I could not leave my house without 
my sketchbook and pencil! I used to love 
riding my bike around the neighbourhood, 
especially when I lived in Montréal, and 
would always stop at a park to sketch. I also 
loved watercolour painting, working with 
clay and colour string art,” says Suzanne 
reminiscing about her adolescent days. 
Throughout her childhood, she designed 
dresses for weddings and events, which 
were then created by her mother who was 
a seamstress. She learnt her business skills 
from her father who used to run a jewellery 
store. “He taught me a lot about jewellery 
and design, but most importantly, he 
taught me how to run a business,” she says. 
Her husband is a diamond setter, which 
pushed her motivation level off the charts 
to start her own line of precious jewellery. 

It has been 28 years since she launched 
her company and her daughter Patile 
Kalandjian joined about five years 
ago, inspiring a new line within the 

brand called ‘Kalan’ with designs that 
are mainly set in 14k gold and are also 
more popping in colour – featuring a wide 
range of hand-selected semi-precious and 
precious gems, with accents of diamonds 
and sapphires. “It feels great to keep the 
legacy alive with my daughter! It’s really a 
blessing that I get to work with my family 
every day. She understands my vision, and 
I know that she’ll continue to grow the 
company,” says Suzanne. 

Suzanne’s signature work can be seen 
in the ‘Fireworks’ and ‘Luxe Stack’ 
collections where she places baguette 
cut diamonds side by side, to create 
masterpieces for women to wear today, 
tomorrow and 20 years from now. What 
started off as a hobby for her to make 
pieces for her sister and herself, turned 
into a business, with encouragement from 
her husband and her family. Speaking 
to Glam, she says “if it wasn’t for the 
jewellery, I had plans to be a translator or 
an interpreter. I love studying different 
languages and cultures.”
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What is the scope of growth for fine jewellery-
making in the Middle East? 
Jewellery is very important in Middle 
Eastern culture. Middle Eastern women 
often collect jewellery, and look for new 
and unique pieces for special occasions. 
It’s definitely competitive. People want 
jewellery that’s new and original. The 
Middle East has always appreciated 
jewellery, and viewed it as an investment. 
The rest of the world is starting to view 
jewellery the same way. 

You describe your jewellery as hip and 
traditional; in what other ways would you 
describe it?
I see my line as the modern twist to 
the traditional design. My signature 
Fireworks and Vitrine collections are 
for classic yet edgy women. I developed 
the ‘Vitrine’ concept, custom cutting 
gemstones flat on top and bottom in order 
to reveal a pavé diamond panel behind 
the gemstone. Until today, the Vitrine 
custom cut continues to be an important 
design signature and figures prominently 
in my Fireworks collection, with some of 
the most glamorous and creative pieces 
showing off an explosion of scattered 
baguette diamonds behind large topazes 
and amethysts. 

What are some of the similarities and 
differences you see in your work – compared 
to your daughter’s? 
Our age is different, so our experience is 
different. We have different audiences 
between our lines, so our business 
approach can be different too. Our 
technique is similar. We are both inspired 
by colour, and that’s how we start our 
design process. I often start with the color 
of metal, and Patile starts her design 
process by working with the color of the 
gemstone. 

What’s next for you?
I am continuing to expand my signature 
Fireworks collection, with more 
statement earrings, cuffs and necklaces 
that feature baguette diamonds. I have 
also been working on a design that I’ve 
spent the last three and a half years 
perfecting. Similar to the Fireworks line, 
this upcoming collection plays with the 
duality of symmetrical and asymmetrical 
proportions, with beautiful 18k gold 
uneven bar pieces strung together to make 
visually striking necklaces, cuffs and 
earrings. Some of the pieces are accented 
with diamonds. 

Any message for upcoming designers? 
It’s important to have an original line that 
features your design signature. Take the 
time to develop your vision. 
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NEW WAVE OF
EMERGING DESIGNERS

BY AARTHI MOHAN

A major awakening and a new-found, more aggressive ambition to establish 
creativity based on quality and cultural identity; a new generation of designers 

from the Middle East will be showcasing their collection at the 10th Heya Arabian 
Fashion Exhibition 2016. Glam has a sneak peek at the inspiration, signature 

styles and clientele of a few brands.

PALAIS DES ARGANO

With a dream to design for Hollywood 
someday, Sara Mohamed, a UAE- based 

fashion designer and the founder of 
brand Palais de Argano is on a mission to 
create dreamlike dresses for her clients. 
Designed for the  new Arab woman , the 

designer likes to seamlessly blend her 
individuality through elegant couture in 

signature styles ensuring value and 
quality.

Your design statement  I design abayas, 
jalabiyahs and more of Moroccan kaftans 

in a couture way. 

The woman who wears your design- The 
collection I create is mostly for high-end 

clientele and VIP s. 

The first order and your first client- We 
are based in Dubai, in Wafi Mall. I have 

been working on the brand for four years. 
This year we opened a branch in Qatar 

and all are pieces are made to order. 

Inspiration of this collection- I am going 
to be showcasing my Princess  

Collection. It is for the quintessential 
bride. Every piece is handmade and the 
fabrication will include satin and silks. 

Do you think the Middle East or religious 
culture puts a limit on your 

creativity- Today everything has changed 
and everyone is taking inspiration from 

everywhere, even cultural influences are 
being exchanged. Middle Eastern women 
are wearing international brands and vice 
versa, so there is no limit to creativity at 

all. 
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Showcasing for the first time at the Heya 
Fashion Exhibiton, for sisters Aisha and Sheikh 
Al Mohannadi creating their own clothing 
brand, Kizlar was a natural step after years of 
dreaming, drawing and being inspired by 
colours and patterns from around the world. 
Started two years ago, this Qatar-based brand 
made its first public showcase with the Spring/
Summer collection. 

“We make our own fabrics and also the 
combination of ideas of more than one 
designer makes our brand different from the 
others,” says Aisha al Mohannadi.

Your design statement  Extravagance! We 
design a lot of occasion dresses, which is 

mostly for weddings, not the usual daily wear. 

The woman who wears your design-
A modern, powerful and confident 
woman wears a creation by Kizlar. 

The first order and your first client- We 
are our first clients. We started by wearing 
our own designs and when we received a 
lot of positive feedback on our dresses, 
that s what spiked our interest to start our 
own brand. 

Inspiration of this collection- We will be 
presenting our Summer/Spring and Fall/
Winter collection at Heya. We have used 

unique prints and stones for these 
collections. 

Favourite international designer- We do 
not have any designer in particular. From 
colours, new cuts and designs, we take 
inspiration and improvise from all the 
design weeks which are held 
internationally. 

Do you think the Middle East or religious 
culture puts a limit on your creativity? 
No, we feel that we have the freedom to 
explore whatever we want to achieve. As 
long as we respect our culture and the 
place, there is nothing that stops us.

KIZLAR DESIGN  AISHA AL MOHANNADI
AND SHEIKH AL MOHANNADI
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CKALI

Originally a UK-based brand, the Ckali range was bought and developed by Qatari business owner, 
Asma Ckali. Established in 2009, the brand is dedicated to producing top-quality leather products, 
made from 100% genuine ostrich, crocodile skin and calfskin which are artistically embellished in 
different styles and colours. “Every exquisite handbag, fine pair of shoes and every must-have belt 

has an undeniable feel, finish and touch, which represents Ckali,” says Asma.

Your design statement  We are committed to designing exclusive hand-made handbags with 
intricate details that are not just trendy, but also timeless. Sourced from South Africa, each piece is 

crafted carefully according to the needs and wants of our clients. 

The woman who wears your design- Ckali is a designer addition to every stylish woman’s wardrobe.

The first order and your first client- We are not just selling handbags; we are selling the experience. 
Everything from our packing, to the quality of the bags, to our signature customer service, is what 
sets us apart. All products can now be delivered directly to you through Ckali’s mobile application 

or you can place your order online.
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FAKHIRA 

Qatar Chamber, in association with Qatar Business Women Forum, launched a 
competition for local designers across the country to provide them with a free shell 
scheme booth at the Heya Arabian Fashion Exhibition which will take place from the 

26-30 October 2016 at the Qatar National Convention Centre. The winner of the 
competition was newcomer designer,  Fakhira . She is very well known for her signature 

use of the colour black, which she incorporates in different shades and textures in all her 
designs.

 
Your design statement– I can be inspired by anything I set my mind to. I like nature, 

architecture and geometric shapes.

What kind of woman wears your designs?
The working woman, and I classify my abayas as simple and casual.

Do you think the Middle East or religious culture puts a limit on your creativity-? 
No. The abaya has a limited market and I always find myself searching for the piece that 
suits my taste, which I found is impossible, since I always alter the design of my abaya. 

This is how I started Fakhira, I do what I would wear.
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THE MAKING OF
VERSACE’S

PALAZZO EMPIRE
The Palazzo Empire burst onto the scene last spring as Versace’s new flag 

for the IT bag phenomenon. The eye-catching colour combos is one of our 
favourite things about the bag, and its versatility with the wide strap to keep 
our hands free is a real bonus. Anchoring the tote is of course, the house’s 

signature Medusa head which comes in metallic options or tone-on-tone to 
match the bag’s colour. But what makes the bag special is the craftsmanship 

process that goes behind each piece. We had an exclusive behind-the-
scenes look at how the Palazzo Empire is brought to life. 

BY DEBRINA ALIYAH

Versace uses the most top-quality natural leather in 
the world. This ensures that the organic beauty of the 
leather comes through, and lasts for a lifetime of use. 
This also ensures that a Versace handbag is soft and 

smooth to the touch. After the selection of leather, and 
highlighting any possible imperfections, the worker 

arranges all the pieces of the pattern out on the leather. 
Each piece of the pattern is cut out twice, and these 

matching pieces are glued together for added durability.  
This is called ‘dubbing’.
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The Medusa head is added to the 
Empire as the closure. A metal base 
is secured over the four holes that 

were made in the leather.  Four 
tiny screws hold it in place. The 

final stage in production is perhaps 
the most important. Specialists in 

quality control closely examine 
every millimetre of the handbag, 
looking for any imperfection that 
might have been caused through 

the process.

The Palazzo Empire has a contour line near the bottom, 
which outlines the base of the bag. This is created by using a  

fine length of cork, which is shaped into the distinctive curve. 
This line of cork is then glued between the two pieces of 

leather.  Finishing touches are done with an instrument made 
of bone. Once the cork is firmly in place and the leather has 

been glued, the stitching is ready to begin.   
The handbags are double-stitched with high-gauge thread, 

to ensure that the bag is long lasting, to make sure that 
it holds its shape for years and years. It’s time to add the 

metalwork to the handbag. The leatherworker uses a paper 
pattern to ensure that the Medusa will be secured in just the 
right position. Four little holes are made with a small metal 

piercer, which yields four perfect, clean-edged holes, without 
disrupting the smooth leather surface.

A hammer is brought to bear on all the glued pieces, ensuring that 
the glue bonds are secure and that there is no movement of pieces 

as they prepare for stitching. One of the most important details 
of a Versace handbag is the embossed logo on the inside. On the 
Palazzo Empire, this is stamped in brass with a special brass tool. 
The tool is heated to a very high temperature, so that it makes a 
permanent indentation in the leather. A thin piece of brass foil 

is laid upon the leather, so when the hot brass tool is pressed 
against it, the Versace name is permanently transferred to the 

leather. The sewing machine that will do the stitching is modified 
many times throughout the process. Different threads are used, 

different instruments are attached and detached, different 
pressure is applied-all done because of the expert knowledge of 

the sewer regarding what works best for each part of the handbag.
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There is no denying that we all have a special bond with our Levi’s. Qatar’s 

top bloggers made it to the new Levi’s store in Gulf Mall, to reveal their 

individual style quotients and prove their Levi’s affiliation.

QATAR’S TOP FASHION 
BLOGGERS SHARE 
THEIR PASSION FOR LEVI’S
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Bonjour Chiara
@bonjourchiara
“I’m wearing a pair of boyfriend jeans, 
the 501 CT jeans with a T-shirt from 
menswear. To make the tee look more 
feminine, roll the sleeves. Then add 
some bangles or tie a bandana around 
your arm.”

Zaid Mohammed
@its_zaid
 “I’ve always loved Levis for being the iconic 
‘cowboy wear’ in the olden times and it still has 
the same panache but with cuts following 
current trends.  To me, denim jackets from 
Levi’s are one of the best ‘never-out-of-style’ 
classics that you can pull off with almost any 
outfit and you’re good to go! “



Karen Nicolet
@clumsy chic

“I elevated a classic t-shirt and jeans look 
by wearing a cropped fringe Levis pair 

that is on trend with a blazer.”

Elmira
@elmirasworld
Cool and casual is the anthem of the day

Amrit Kaur
@amritkaurparis
The dress is soft, stylish and 

works with every aesthetics. 
The denim fabric weave is 

mixed with soft Lurex fibre 
giving a gloss yet soft rust 
effect. I paired it with my 

favourite Parisian hat & ankle 
boots, Swarovski earrings & a 

traditional embroidered 
indian bag emphasising on 

Amrit Kaur Paris’s brand 
identity based on cultural 

fusion. I also paired an angel 
choker with a long silver 

denim printed bead necklace.
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Pooja
@lesrebellessquad
Levi’s for touring the land and 
perfect for Doha’s Corniche.



Photo by Rob Altamirano

All about the model:
My name is Jomana Khalifa and I’m 16 
years old. I’m half-Egyptian and 
half-Danish and currently a student in 
Qatar. 

Why did you want to become a model?
Popularity through fashion inspired me 
to become a model. I appreciate 
confident and brave women, which 
eventually made me want to try it out. 

What’s your personal style?
My personal style varies but I like to stick 
to black, white or grey clothes. I love 
those days where I could wear 
sweatpants, no make-up and tie my hair 
into a bun.

Who are your favourite designers and 
models?
My favourites are the Victoria’s Secret 
models Taylor Hill and Jasmine Tookes. I 
like models who are famous on 
Instagram such as Alexis Ren. I adore 
brands like Chanel, Louis Vuitton and 
Yves Saint Laurent. 

One piece of advice you would give to 
aspiring models?
The advice I would give is to love who 
you are. Everyone has insecurities but 
one should not let the audience see 
that. Let your confidence pop like your 
highlighter!

Tell us about your first modelling 
experience.
I haven’t had many experiences with 
photo shoots so I still get overwhelmed. 
My first experience was at the Kempinski 
and had to take pictures in public. It was 
scary but surely one I’ll never forget. 

What plans do you have for future?
I would love to carry on modelling and 
travel the world as they are the two 
things I enjoy the most.

MODEL
OF
THE 
MONTH

JOMANA KHALIFA
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STYLE SPY
Looking for style inspiration? Don’t fret as we’ve already done all the 

hard work. From fashion events to social media, we have scoured 
Doha to bring you the city’s best dressed and most fashionable who 

will inspire your wardrobes this season.

CHIARA AMODEO
Blogger, Bonjour Chiara

What she’s wearing: top, & Other 
Stories; dress, Zayan The Label; bag, 

Fendi; belt, vintage; shoes, Vince 
Camuto

Her style in three words: Fun, 
playful, feminine

HEIDI 
SEVERINO

Jewellery designer

What she’s wearing: dress, Emporio 
Armani; shoes, Prada; purse, 

Moschino; earrings, Heidi 
Severino

Her style in three words: 
Timeless, chic, playful
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Sisters of style, blogging duo, and GLAM’s Style Spies,
Kim and Bianca Castro bring sartorial inspiration at your 

fingertips by featuring the city’s style standouts.
Follow them on Instagram @lepaperdoll and @biancamecastro.

 
Perhaps we haven’t spied on you yet. You know what to do —

tag us on #GLAMStyleSpy to get featured in next month’s Style Spy.

M.GAZAL SHAIKH
Fashion designer, stylist & 

blogger, Gzal Vogue

What she’s wearing: top and trousers, 
Mango; sleeveless coat, Oasis; purse, 
Max&Co.; necklace and shoes, Aldo

Her style in three words: Flirty 
and fashionable

MAGDALENA 
BULLOCK

Executive Assistant

What she’s wearing: top, Ted Baker; 
skirt and blazer, Zara; brooch and 

bag, Chanel; shoes, Dune
Her style in two words: 

Classy and sassy
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By Imelda Jurasova
Photos by Rob Altamirano

THE PERFECT 
MAKEUP THIS FALL

Imelda Jurasova, Creative Director of Artist’s Makeup Studio gives us 
the lowdown on the makeup trends of the season.
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4 			I gave Maila a very soft and subtle eye makeup 
just enough to highlight her natural features. I used 
Stay Don’t Stray in Light/Medium as the base for 
Matt Singh, Matt Rosen and Matt Garcia eyeshadow 
from Meet Matte Nude Eye Shadow palette from The 
Balm Cosmetics. Any gorgeous eye make up has to 
be complemented by fabulous pair of lashes. I have 
used ‘Classic’ lashes from my favourite Lash O Lash 
collection,  that added length and volume, while 
preserving a naturally beautiful look.

7 		For the finishing touches, I used Banana 
Powder from Ben Nye to blend and soften 
the makeup. I then sprayed her whole face 
with FIX+ and voilà, we are done!

3 			I have used complexion Sponge from 
Real Techniques. Before I started using 
the sponge, I sprayed a good amount of 
FIX+ from MAC to dampen it. Just like 
with most make up sponges, using this 
sponge while it’s damp will enhance 
application and keep it from absorbing 
too much product. A dampened sponge 
makes it easier for the make up to glide 
and dispense products easily with each 
pat. I find it better and easier to blend 
and build with less creasing. I then set 
the liquid foundation with Pressed 
Powder from Mac in NC30.

5 	I contoured Maila’s face by applying  
NW43 studio fix powder from MAC 
and used Becca highlighter in Opal. I 
also used Cantalupe blush from MAC.

6 		The part of the make up application that I 
enjoyed the most was the lip. I was very excited  
to try the new trend on our model. First, I 
applied Girl About Lipstick from MAC as the 
base colour.  Then I applied the clear glue on top 
of her lips and then glued on bright pink glitters 
by pressing it into the glue, following the 
contour of the lip.. 

Imelda Jurasova,
Creative Director of Artists 
Makeup Studio

1 		The trendiest beauty statement 
this fall is a rich, bold lip. This time, I 
created very soft make up for Maila 
with bold, dazzling lips. 

2 		I’ve made it a rule to start each make 
up application by taking good care of 
the skin. Firstly I use Poreless Primer 
from Too Faced, then move on to Tarte 
Amzonian Clay Full Coverage 
Foundation in Medium Tan Honey. I 
wanted to achieve a flawless look - to 
conceal flaws and blemishes, and 
promote a fresh and alert appearance. 



Our curated box 
for all your beauty 

solutions. 

BEAUTY
BOOTY
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SPEEDY MANICURES
Creating dramatically 

fuller-looking nails with a 
high-gloss, mirror-shine finish, 

Sally Hansen strikes again with a 
new range of six shades of Miracle 

Gel, which makes manicures at 
home very easy.  

LAVISH INDULGENCE
The Pure Skin Caviar Luxe Cream 

elevates natural contours, 
improving elasticity and tone. The 

luxe cream from La Prairie 
moisturises deeply without feeling 

heavy – making your skin satiny 
smooth.

LAYER AND BLEND
Infused with air to drape your 

cheeks in colour  Japanese 
powder at the core of its formula, 

the ultra-lightweight Air Blush 
from Marc Jacobs gives skin 

lifelike radiance and a luminous 
finish which lasts up to 24 hours. 

01

03

04

FLASH YOUR LASHES 
Its new innovative formula gives 
lashes up to eleven times more 
volume and creates an intense 

dramatic look. The 
supersize-formula with 3x 

collagen and a max density brush 
makes the Scandaleyes Mascara 

from Rimmel divinely dark. 

02
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DEEP FANTASY 
With opening notes of 

cascalone and black magic 
rose, Deep Euphoria by 

Calvin Klein blends 
feminity and richness in a 

provocative and 
intoxicating fragrance.

CLASSIQUE RE-INVENTED
A new interpretation of the classic 
fragrance from Jean Paul Gaultier, 
Essence de Parfum is an explosive 
contrast of spicy whipped cream, 
with the richness of jasmine and a 

woody base. 

NATURAL RADIANCE
Radiance for a beautiful and 

luminous skin, the Healthy Mix 
Foundation from Bourjois is 

enriched with a fruit therapy 
formula and is available in eight 

shades for a flawless look. 

05

06

07
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MR PORTER, the online destination for 
men’s style, and global contemporary 
retailer COS, present The Art of the 
Everyday, a carefully edited capsule 
collection for Autumn/Winter 2016. 
This is the second exclusive collection 
from the two retailers, building and 
expanding upon themes from last 
summer’s capsule, The Modern 
Traveller. As our journeyman returns 
home and finds himself with an eclectic 
mix of memorabilia, colours, textures, 
words and objects, he is inspired by 

his travels and experience, but he still 
values the comfort and consistency of 
being home. He appreciates homeware 
design, craftsmanship, quality and 
attention to detail, and finds value and 
importance in building a space unique 
tohis experience. 

These themes and inspirations inform 
the design of the 35-piece collection, 
and round out an entire wardrobe of 
menswear essentials; a head-to-toe 
wardrobe solution for the modern man.

Key pieces include soft, tactile 

knitwear such as the round-neck 
cashmere jumper in dusky pink and a 
lambswool zip-up grey cardigan. The 
classic white shirt is updated with a 
collarless, longer length design, perfect 
for layering under knitwear and with 
pleated trousers. Outerwear pieces 
include an oversized cocoon coat 
in richly textured boiled wool, and 
a padded terracotta bomber jacket. 
Considered garments teamed with 
classic footwear and functional travel 
bags deliver a well-rounded result.

THE ART OF 
EVERYDAY

Turn your attention to MR PORTER to get your hands on a complete 
wardrobe of menswear essentials, featuring easy-to-wear, casual silhouettes 

with a warm palette of dusty pink, grey, brown and navy.



This is MR PORTER’s second collaboration 
with COS, tell us how this collection is unique? 
We are very proud to be launching our 
second collaboration with COS, and building 
upon the success of the first which we 
launched on MR PORTER and in select COS 
stories in SS15. What’s exciting about this 
collection is that we were able to explore a 
capsule fit for the Autumn/Winter season. 
The collection is anchored in by its tailoring, 
rich colour palette, and autumnal textures 
and fabrications, which lend themselves 
naturally to the season. This collection will 
also feature a greater number of pieces, 
showcasing a complete capsule of essentials. 

How did the project come about?
The conception of the first project stemmed 
from exploratory conversations between 
the MR PORTER buying team and Marie 
Honda, COS Managing Director. After 
several meetings discussing opportunities 
and potential directions, what was clear is 
that there’s a mutual respect and admiration 
from both brands towards one another. From 
there, the project was born and we created 
a capsule collection around this idea of The 
Modern Traveller, a limited edition 23-piece 

collection and complete wardrobe of 
menswear essentials for the Spring season. 
As we revisited the success of the first one, 
it only made sense to explore a second 
capsule for Autumn Winter. 

How did the design process work? Was there a 
lead on the creative or was it more of a meeting 
of minds? 
The MR PORTER buying team and style 
director sat down with the COS design team 
to kick-start the process. The initial colour 
palette ideas presented by COS were a 
brilliant starting point, with multiple-range 
planning meetings incorporating fabric and 
texture swatches, further colour palettes, 
model fittings etcetra meant that the full 
collection was a truly collaborative effort. 
A little note, artwork and architecture were 
key inspirations during the creative process. 

What sets this collaboration apart from other 
capsules MR PORTER has launched?
The COS x MR PORTER capsule in 2015 
was unique as it was the first of its kind 
with a brand that we do not already stock 
on site. Each capsule has started with a 
blank canvas with no pre-existing data 

or reference points, however due to the 
strong alignment of both brand’s ethos and 
aesthetic, the capsule resonates with both 
sets of customers. 

Will the collection continue into another 
season?
Both COS and MR PORTER I’m sure will 
continue on conversations to produce 
another collection, however this will only 
work when appropriate for both sides. In a 
similar fashion to waiting for a few seasons 
to launch the second collection, we want 
to showcase capsule collections which are 
relevant, fresh and something new for our 
customers. We very much enjoy working 
with the COS team! 

Which are your key pieces in the collection that 
you’d like to shout about? Why?
I’m a huge fan of this collection, as it 
showcases a curated selection of fashion 
essentials and truly has something for 
everyone. But if I had to pick three key items 
they would be the peach cotton bomber 
jacket, navy soft-shell boiledwool overcoat, 
and the dusty pink cashmere ribbed crew-
neck sweater.
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THE 
ECO-CONSCIOUS 
ACTIVE WEAR

Inspired by her passion for yoga, Melissa Chu founded RUMI X 
in 2014 to offer women a modern and stylish activewear range 

that looks and feels great.
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D
eveloped with eco-conscious 
fabrics for an extra feel-
good factor, Melissa uses 
recyclable materials such 
as ground coffee beans 
and plastic water bottles to 

develop her materials, which she then 
transforms into the vibrant and unique 
designs that have rapidly become the 
signature style of RUMI X.

Based in Hong Kong, RUMI X can be 
found in stores throughout Asia and even 
as far away as The Netherlands, and can 
be shipped throughout the world. Pieces 
are suitable not only for yoga but also 
CrossFit, running, Barre, and pretty much 
any active sport.

As a new season is a great time to invest 
in new sportswear, we spoke to Melissa to 
find out more about how the environment 
and performance come together in her 
eco-friendly collection of activewear.

RUMI X is a collection of activewear not only 
suitable for yoga and many other sports, but 
also eco-friendly. What is the story behind 
the brand and why did you decide to go eco-
friendly?
I wanted to design something beautiful 
but also something that helped progress 
towards the sustainable movement. It 
started from a passion for yoga, but also 
transcended into a lifestyle of being 
active and seeking out wellness in our 
lives. The idea was to create a line that’s 
comfortable for everyday active living and 
made from materials that no longer served 
their purpose. So we set out to find waste 
materials -- including coffee grounds and 
plastic water bottles -- that can be made 
into high-tech fabrics.

Where does your design inspiration come 
from for your collection?
Our collection is designed to make people 
feel good. The inspiration comes from 
everyday movement and being comfortable 
throughout the day. Eco-friendly, high 
quality, soft and stretchy, breathable 
material is foremost, and we ensure that the 
designs are wearable pieces that express our 
individuality and uniqueness.

How do you develop your eco-friendly fabrics, 
and can eco-friendly fabrics perform in the 
same way as sportswear manufactured with 
more traditional methods and fabrics?

Yes! Eco-friendly fabrics are widely 
available around the world. We work with 
our suppliers to ensure it’s high quality, 
comfortable and with high-performance 
functions such as 4-way stretch, 
breathability, and moisture wicking. Eco-
friendly fabrics are essentially recycled 
yarn so they can be made into any high-
tech sportswear.

Our range is suitable for all athletic 
activities, our shorts and sports bras are 
even worn as swimwear for individuals 
who like to have more coverage!

Are there are new technologies emerging in 
the area of sustainable eco-friendly fabrics? 
Anything that you would like to start using in 
RUMI X?
We’d like to start testing more new fabrics 
on the market, and we’ve heard that Lycra 
(the stretch in our clothes) can be made 
from eco-friendly yarns now. We’re also 
looking into fabrics made of charcoal, 
coconut, harvested flaxseed and even 
spoiled milk!

What advice would you give someone looking 
to invest in new gear for their yoga class? Any 
particular fabrics, shapes or cuts to look out 
for?
Try on everything and make sure what 
you invest in is comfortable, long lasting 
and makes you feel good! 4-way stretch, 
moisture wicking and breathability are the 
qualities that feel the best on your skin.

What do you think is driving the current 
trend for ‘athleisure’? Did you design 
RUMI X with that in mind, the ability to be 
worn both on and off the mat, or solely as 
performance sportswear?
Everyone wants to be a better version of 
themselves. I think people in general are 
becoming more aware of their connection 
to their environment and want to live a 
healthier, more relaxed lifestyle and that’s 
being reflected in our clothing choices. 
That’s how we designed RUMI X, to 
reflect our modern lifestyles while being 
performance-driven, in everyday wearable 
textures and styles.

What do you think will be the next trends in 
activewear? 
Activewear pieces made of intelligent 
fabrics that can help improve our everyday 
lives.
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BABY SHOP 
Featuring an eclectic bunch of 

trends, Babyshop’s Autumn/
Winter collection showcases a 
sporty street style with intense 
prints and fun patterns for boys, 

while the girls’ range is inspired by 
the forest, animals and city, 

showcasing fun styles combined 
with fine details throughout the 

collection. 

FLAWLESS FALL
Marc Jacobs Beauty redefines flawless 

for fall 2016 with his brand new 
creation: the Air Blush draping palette. 
It’s all about colours this fall, with five 
new Air Blush palettes, 25 shades of 

the best-selling highliner Gel Crayon, 
and five new colours of the Fineliner 

Ultra Skinny Gel Crayon.

FEELS LIKE SILK
Infused with argan and marula oils, Indola’s 

revamped Glamorous Oil range turns gloss up 
to the maximum level, transforming dry and 

damaged hair and reducing split ends by up to 
100% – making hair sensationally smooth. 
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HOT TRENDS
New Look’s latest Autumn/Winter 

collection exudes the changing 
season’s hottest trends with sports 
luxe, animal prints and roll necks. 
Outerwear steps up its game with 

ginger faux-fur coats and 
embroidered bombers that ooze 
attitude when worn with tartan 
skirts. Completing the look are 

accessories channelling the early 
90s. Boots are given a sense of 

drama with embroidered detailing, 
luxe velvet and feature heels.

CLASSY AND SMOOTH
The Halston print shirt, espresso suede coat and 

Sydney outerwear from Reiss’ Autumn/Winter 2016 
collection feature fabrications that remain light and 
crisp, daytime and business appropriate and feature 

colour palettes of ink, twilight navy, flash blue, 
sapphire, wolf grey and cognac.
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Enter the world of Chocolate
Launching a new chocolate 

culture, Ali Bin Ali group paved 
way for chocolate lovers by 

recently opening Cioccolatitaliani 
in Lagoona Mall. Gracing the 

occasion were Italian Ambassador 
to Qatar, HE Guido De Sanctis, 

vice chairman and executive vice 
president of the Ali bin Ali Group, 
Mr. Nabeel Ali Bin Ali, top senior 
management officials of the Ali 

Bin Ali Group and VIP invitees who 
also joined the festivities.
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Rubin Singer Brings Beauty
Prints, embroidery and bold material were seen recently at the 

trunk show featuring Rubin Singer’s SS17 collection along with the 
new Couture Bridal collection at Lagoona Mall. 

Grandeur Reinvented
Möevenpick hotel invited VIPs and 

guests to experience their newly 
opened hotel in Al Aziziyah.

Lights Up!
The Westin celebrated the festival of 
lights, Diwali, embracing culture by 

bringing in the best of Indian food and 
decorating the restaurant Seasonal Tastes 

in vibrant colours. 

Fashion Galore
Arab designs featuring Naseem 

Alandalos, Ckali, Debaj, Classic Veil 
M2ME and others showcased their 

designs at an exclusive preview event 
for the 10th edition of the Heya 

Arabian Fashion Exhibition.






